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DESCRIPTION

5¢ Red Brown (1), horizontal pair, large margins to clear at left, tied by
blue grid cancels, matching “Philada. Pa. 10 Feb. 5” 10¢ integral-rate
datestamp on Valentine envelope with embossed pattern and hand-
coloring in green, red, silver and bronze, addressed to a young lady
in Carthage, Mississippi, no yeardate indicated

PROVENANCE

Robert S. Emerson (not in Kelleher sales)

Possibly Philip H. Ward, Jr., Siegel Auction Galleries, 1/7-10/1964, Sale
266, lot 220 (this sale appears to include some material from the Ward
estate, purchased by the Weills in 1963)

Duane B. Garrett (collection sold privately to Dr. Kapiloff)

Dr. Leonard Kapiloff, Siegel Auction Galleries, 6/9/1992, Sale 743, lot 97

Richard Wolffers sale, 5/2/1994, to Boker

John R. Boker, Jr. (collection sold privately to William H. Gross, 1994)

CENSUS, LITERATURE AND EXHIBITION REFERENCES

USPCS census no. 11267
https://www.uspcs.org/resource-center/censuses/1847-cover-census/

CERTIFICATION

The Philatelic Foundation (1994)

CONDITION NOTES

Extremely Fine; scissors-cut between stamps at bottom

HISTORY AND COMMENTARY

Valentines and 1847s
In 1845 Congress changed the basis of postage charges

from one rate per sheet of paper to one rate per half ounce.
Since envelopes would have been counted as an extra sheet
of paper under the old system, the switch to a weight class
paved the way for letter-and-envelope stationery. Still, the
practice of folding a letter and writing the address directly
on the letter sheet continued well into the 1860s and 1870s.
The use of envelopes increased slowly during the life of the
1847 Issue.
In 1845 the new 5¢ and 10¢ rates were charged per half

ounce and based on distance—5¢ up to 300 miles and 10¢
over 300. The cover offered here is an envelope prepaid for
the over-300 miles rate by a pair of the 5¢ Red Brown. It is
an embossed envelope that was hand-painted in four differ-
ent colors prior to mailing. Envelopes with colorless emboss-
ing or printed with monochrome ink (usually, silver or
bronze) are rare enough with 1847 stamps—this embossed

envelope embellished with hand-
coloring is extraordinarily rare and
quite distinctive.
This cover was one of the hun-

dreds of outstanding 1847 covers in
the John R. Boker, Jr., collection,
which was purchased privately
from Boker in 1994 by Andrew
Levitt and Harry Hagendorf (of
Columbian Stamp Company). Al-
most immediately, they negotiated
the sale of the collection to Mr.
Gross through the Shreves. ◼

LOT 18°

A rare use of the 1847 Issue on a beautiful hand-colored Valentine envelope

ESTIMATE $10,000-15,000

John R. Boker, Jr.
(1913-2003)




